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William Kitchiner (1775–1827) was an optic-
ian, telescope maker, musician, and cook, 
author of The Economy of the Eyes (2 vols.), 
The Cook’s Oracle, The Housekeeper’s Led-
ger, The Art of Invigorating and Prolonging 
Life, The Pleasure of Making a Will, Observ-
ations on Singing, and editor of The Loyal, 
National, and Sea Songs of England. His most 
notable recipe was his Wow Wow sauce for 
stewed or bouilli beef. 
 

Mirrors and lenses need to be cleaned occasionally, but those unfamilar with the 
process should not do so without seeking advice. More seriously, the elements 
of an object glass should never be removed from their cell – which is rarely nec-
essary – unless under the guidance of someone skilled in such practice, and 
stringent precautions should always be taken. In The Economy of the Eyes. 
Part II. Of Telescopes; Being the Result of Thirty Years' Experiments with Fifty-
One Telescopes, of from One to Nine Inches in Diameter, published in 1825, 
William Kitchiner presents a short account of the excessive confidence and enth-
usiasm of the astronomer and physicist Michel Ferdinand d’Albert d’Ailly, Duke 
de Chaulnes (1714–1769): 
 
‘As soon as Mr [John] Dollond had by many years of arduous and patient appl-
ication brought his discovery of the achromatic object glass to such perfection 
as promised to reward him for it, that magnificent mechanical philosopher, the 
Duke de Chaulnes, raved with the noble ardour of immediately pouncing upon 
our industrious and ingenious optician’s invention (notwithstanding Mr D. had 
obtained a patent to secure him some fruit from his labour) and undertook to 
teach all the world how to make achromatic telescopes! This most noble Duke 
persuaded Mr Dollond to let him have one of his best object glasses, which as 
soon as His Excellency received, His Grace had cut out of its cell, and the curves 
and densities of the three lenses composing it carefully measured and weighed; 
vainly imagining, that once in possession of such data, it would be as easy to 
make a telescope as it is to make a tube. How far the nobleman’s project succ-
eeded may be guessed from the fact that although the object glass, as adjusted 
by Dollond, was a beautiful one, yet that when the Duke readjusted it after he 
had separated it, although it was as good as ever to look at, it was good for noth-
ing to look through! So much was theory at odds with practice, that when in 
possession of the component parts, the Parisian Sçavans en masse could not 
even properly combine them. Such disappointments, the late Mr Peter Dollond 
informed me, have happened to several prodigiously sublime geniuses.’ 
 
Bob Marriott, Director 

 

Photographing aurorae 
 

Jim Henderson 
 

 

In the UK the aurora season extends from late August 
through to May, and during the winter nights displays 
can begin from around 5.00 pm onwards, though they
often subside soon after midnight. Successful observ-
ation requires a clear, dark night with minimum (or an 
absence of) light pollution, and a favourable observing 
position with preferably unimpeded views at lower altit-
udes. Time should always be allowed for dark adaption.
 Auroral colours most commonly seen are green, 
resulting from early-evening low-level oxygen, foll-
owed later by red, produced by oxygen in the higher 
atmosphere. The various hues range from pale white, 
usually preceding the main display activity, to yellow, 
especially if there is streaming – bright patches of light 
moving quickly along the base of an arc or up rays –
and, very rarely, purple, produced by nitrogen, though 
in general this colour tends to be more visible in photo-
graphs. The human eye cannot perceive colours as 
vibrant as those in photographs, as long exposures 
tend to oversaturate them. The scale and movement, 
however, do not disappoint, and if a corona is present 
then enhanced colours, continuous activity, and moving
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rays can appear all over the sky, from the zenith to the hori-
zon. A display can last for perhaps only 20 minutes or so or 
continue for several hours, but reasonably powerful displays 
will continue throughout the evening and into the early hours, 
and wax and wane; for example, moving rays can be active, 
subside for 30 minutes or so, and then reappear. 
 To photograph a recent display – which was not espec-
ially powerful, but was sufficiently active from 9.20 pm until 
5.00 am – I used a Nikon D700 DSLR with an f/2.8 24-mm 
wide-angle lens set at maximum aperture, ISO set at 6400, 
and an exposure of 7 sec. They can, however, be photogr-
aphed with an ordinary compact camera, which usually has 
an f/3.5 lens of around 35 mm focus (a not very wide angle) 
and a maximum ISO (equivalent to film speed) of 800, so 
that an exposure of 30 sec might be required – assuming 
that the camera can expose for that length of time and can 
also focus on a very ill-defined target. The normal use of 
such a camera will result in failure to photograph an aurora, 
and a few adjustments and settings are necessary. Import-
antly, the flash, which is usually automatic, must be turned 
off. If it is not, the camera will set to a shutter speed of around 
1/60 sec and the aurora will not be recorded. If the camera 
incorporates a ‘night mode’, then it might be worthwhile exp-
erimenting with it (though I have never tried). 
 Focus can be achieved manually by targeting a tree or
building at a sufficient distance that is effectively at infinity. 
Alternatively, it can be determined automatically and the cam-
era then set to manual focus so that it does not self-adjust. 
If a non-automatic lens is used it should be checked occas-
ionally to ensure that it has not moved from focus. Some 
auto-focus lenses, although they can be set to manual, do 
not always focus on infinity when turned to a particular stop.
 The camera needs to be stable, ideally by being mounted
on a firm tripod. Otherwise, it can be placed on a small bean-
bag, so that it can be adjusted and maintained in position, 
on a post or a wall (ensuring that there is no risk of its falling 
off). A cable release can be used, but it is best to not have 
any physical contact with the camera. Therefore, a shutter 
time-delay, if available, should be used to ensure that the 

camera has settled after being touched. If the camera has 
manual settings then it is advisable to experiment with apert-
ure and exposure times in order to obtain the best results. 
 With the best conditions for viewing and photographing 
aurorae, low temperatures can take a toll on camera batt-
eries, especially with long exposures, so it is advisable to 
have spare batteries to hand. Card capacity is another con-
sideration, so a spare empty card should also be available. 
The best-quality images are RAW files, but only a few compact 
cameras include this option. Most such cameras now incorp-
orate JPG format, in which case the size and resolution should 
be set to finest or best quality to capture the maximum det-
ail. To maintain quality for processing, RAW files should be 
converted to TIF format – which, unlike JPG format, is ‘non-
lossy’ – and the results can be converted to JPG (which red-
uces the file size) for use on websites, in e-mails, and so 
on. The original RAW and TIF files should always be retained
in case future reprocessing should be required or necessary.
 
Aboyne, Aberdeenshire JHende7868@aol.com
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The ‘equestrian’ equatorial mount 
 

 

The previous issue of I&I News included the Rev E. L. Berth-
on’s design for his Romsey observatory, published in 1864. 
This is now followed by another of his inventions, published 
in a paper in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical 
Society, 35 (1874), 106. (Note that ‘equatoreal’ is the orig-
inal standard spelling.) 
 

 

The object aimed at in this new form of telescope is to bring 
a really good equatoreal mounting within reach of that incr-
easing multitude of observers whose means prevent them 
from obtaining instruments of the usual form. 
 The method of obtaining an equatoreal motion is that 
of a turn-table, upon which the main tube is erected, with 
any number of supports or struts, so that perfect stiffness is 
gained with a great diminution of weight, and the effect of 
gravity upon a plane inclined to coincide with the co-latitude 
of the place is entirely neutralized by a pair of counterpoises 
on the other side of the plane. 
 Vibration in these telescopes is not perceptible; and 
when applied to Newtonian reflectors they have great adv-
antages, especially that of an unusual length of cradle in 
which the tube rotates. 
 A unique feature in these telescopes is that they are 
supported at their actual centre of gravity, owing to which, 
though they have an unusually broad base and large surface 
contact, friction is reduced to a minimum, so that a very 
small power is sufficient to drive them. The whole of the 
clockwork for a 12½-inch telescope being contained in a 
little frame 5 x 3 inches, and the equalisation of its rate 
produced by a fan of peculiar construction. 
 This latter contrivance seems well adapted to many 
purposes connected with astronomical observations, as it 
requires no attention to position and is not affected by grav-
ity. The fly, which regulates the speed, consists of two equal 
faux connected together by toothed wheels, which are con-
trolled by a balance spring, so that any tendency in the clock 
to acceleration is met by an increased spread of the fans, 
whereby a greater degree of air-resistance is obtained. The 
clock-line passes down through the central pivot of the plane, 
and the weight descends inside the pedestal. 
 The largest telescope that has been made on this princ-
iple is one of the earliest and least perfect of this form, nearly 
19 inches aperture; and more recent experience points out 
that this is the best as well as cheapest method for the mount-
ing of instruments of extraordinary size. 
 Should it be desired at any moment to retard or accel-
erate one of these telescopes without touching the driving-
clock, it can be done in the following way. An air-bag of india-
rubber pressed by a weight conveys a little stream of wind 
on either side of the fly at the option of the observer, who, 
by means of a very small air-cock, controls it as he pleases.

 

9¼-inch reflector on an ‘equestrian’ mount; mirror by 
George With of Hereford. BAA instrument no. 83. 

(Photograph by Denis Buczynski, c.1978) 

 

 

Comparison of DSLR and CCD images 
 

Richard Miles 
 

 

The accompanying images of M110 (NGC 205) were acqu-
ired with a Canon 40D DSLR camera set at ISO 400 (upper 
image) and a Starlight Xpress SXVR-H18 CCD. In each case,
the same 300-mm f/2.8 Canon lens was used. The DSLR 
image is the product of 11 x 90-sec exposures, and the CCD 
image was produced with 1 x 60-sec exposure. Both images 
were dark-frame subtracted. They demonstrate that a DSLR 
requires about 15 times the exposure required by an astro-
nomical CCD camera cooled to –30° C to reach the same 
plate limit (17.0–17.5). In addition, the DSLR attains a lower 
resolution, in part owing to the Bayer RGB colour filter array.
 

Sturminster Newton, Dorset rmiles@baa.u-net.com
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This report by Warren de la Rue, pioneer of astronomical 
photography, was presented at the twenty-ninth meeting of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science, held 
at Aberdeen in September 1859. It reveals his expertise in 
astronomy, optics, engineering, physics, and chemistry – a 
multidisciplinary approach that was not uncommon at that 
time – and his ingenuity, patience, and perseverance. 
 

 

In bringing before the Association the present report it will be 
only necessary, after referring briefly to the labours of others, 
to confine myself to an account of my personal experience; 
for, although other observers have occasionally made exp-
eriments in celestial photography, there has not been any 
systematic pursuit of this branch of astronomy in England, 
except in my observatory, and under my immediate super-
intendence in the Kew Observatory. 
 

Part I: Historical outline 
 

The late Professor Bond of Cambridge, in conjunction with 
Messrs Whipple and Black of Boston in the United States, 
was the first to make a photographic picture of any celestial 
body. By placing a daguerreotype plate in the focus of the 
great refractor of the Harvard Observatory, of 15 inches aper-
ture, he obtained a daguerreotype of our satellite. This was, 
I believe, about the year 1850, for I remember seeing one 
of these pictures in the Exhibition of 1851, and some were 
exhibited at the meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society 
in May 1851. The experiments were discontinued after a 
time in consequence of irregularities in the going of the clock-
work driver, and were not resumed again till 1857, when new 
clock machinery was attached to the telescope.1 
 At the latter end of 1852 I made some successful posit-
ive lunar photographs in from 10 to 30 seconds on a collodion 
film, by means of an equatorially mounted reflecting telesc-
ope of 13 inches aperture and 10 feet focal length, made in 
my workshop, the optical portion with my own hands; and I 
believe I was the first to use the then recently discovered 
collodion in celestial photography.2 In taking these early 
photographs I was assisted by my friend Mr Thornthwaite, 
who was familiar with the employment of that new medium.3 
At that period I had not applied any mechanical driving motion 
to the telescope, so that I was constrained to contrive some 
other means of following the Moon’s apparent motion; this 
was accomplished by hand; in the first instance, by keeping 
a lunar crater always on the wire of the finder by means of 
the ordinary hand-gear of the telescope, but afterwards by 
means of a sliding frame fixed in the eyepiece holder, the 
motion of the slide being adjustable to suit the apparent mot-
ion of our satellite. The pictorial image of the Moon could be 
seen through the collodion film, and could be rendered imm-
oveable in relation to the collodion plate, by causing one of 
the craters to remain always in apparent contact with a broad 
wire placed in the focus of a compound microscope, affixed 
at the back of the little camera box, which held the plate. 
Although these photographs were taken under the disadvant-
age referred to, namely, the want of an automatic driving 
motion, excellent results were nevertheless obtained, which 
proved how perfectly the hand may be made to obey the 
eye. I could not take photographs of the Moon in this way 
alone, but required always the aid of an experienced coadj-
utor, willing to lose the greater portion of a night’s rest, often 
to be disappointed by failures resulting from the state of the 
weather, and numberless impediments sufficient to damp 
the ardour of the most enthusiastic. For some months Mr 
Thornthwaite was so kind as to continue his valuable aid, and 
several good positive pictures were obtained; but the diffic-
ulties we had to encounter were so great that it was at last 

resolved to discontinue the experiments until such time as 
a driving motion could be applied to the telescope. This was 
done early in 1857,4 since which period I have unremittingly 
followed up the subject of celestial photography whenever 
my occupations and the state of the atmosphere have perm-
itted me to do so. With what result, the Association will have 
an opportunity of judging by the examples exhibited.5  
 Professor Phillips, aided by Mr Bates, obtained some 
lunar photographs in July 1853, and communicated the res-
ults of his experience in a valuable paper at the Hull meeting 
of the Association.6 Mr Hartnup of Liverpool, aided by Mr J. 
A. Forrest, Mr Mclnnes, Mr Crooke, and other photographers, 
took some good pictures of the Moon in 1854;7 Father Secchi, 
at Rome, and more recently Mr Fry, in Mr Howell’s observ-
atory at Brighton, and Mr Huggins, near London, have also 
produced lunar pictures: these experiments were in all cases 
made with refracting telescopes, corrected for the visual ray. 
Professor Bond, in April 1857, applied the process with prom-
ise of a fruitful future, in measuring the distance and angle 
of position of double stars,8 and also in the determination of 
their magnitudes; just previous to his decease, this new app-
lication of the art appears to have engaged his attention 
more than lunar photography. He succeeded in obtaining 
pictures of fixed stars down to the 6–7th magnitude. 
 
The photographic picture compared with the optical image 
 
It will render what I shall hereafter have to say more easily 
understood if I commence by bringing under notice what 
happens in applying photography to sidereal astronomy. 
The optical image of a fixed star, it will be remembered, is 
not a mathematical but an optical point, which, in consequ-
ence of the properties of light, is seen with the telescope as 
a very minute disc, surrounded by rings, which become fain-
ter and wider apart as they enlarge, these rings being always 
more or less broken up, according to the state of the atmos-
phere. The photographic image must, therefore, be of a cert-
ain size, but it is after all a mere speck, difficult to find among 
other specks which are seen in the most perfect collodion 
film, when it is viewed with a magnifying power. For example, 
let it be supposed that a telescope of sufficient aperture is 
turned upon α Lyrae; a star conveniently situated from its 
great meridional altitude for photography, and moreover 
sufficiently brilliant to give a nearly instantaneous picture: if 
the telescope be steadily supported at rest, the star will, in 
consequence of the Earth’s rotation, course along the field 
of the telescope, in a line parallel to the Earth’s equator, and, 
as it produces an instantaneous picture, the image obtained 
is a streak, representing the path of the star. We might be 
led to expect, a priori, that this line, for a short distance, 
would appear straight; but, so far from this being the case, 
it is broken up and distorted, and consists of a great number 
of undulating points, crowded in some places, and scattered 
in others. This distortion arises from the disturbances in our 
atmosphere which cause the star to flicker. In the foregoing 
remarks, the telescope was supposed to be at rest; now let 
it be assumed that the telescope is mounted on an axis para-
llel with the Earth’s axis, and provided with a driving appar-
atus, capable of carrying the telescope round in the direction 
of the star’s apparent path so equably, that, if viewed with a 
micrometer eyepiece, the image of the star would remain al-
ways in contact with one of the wires of the eyepiece. The 
photographic picture of a star, obtained by a telescope under 
these conditions after some seconds’ exposure, is not one 
single clear disc or point but a conglomeration of points exten-
ding over a greater or less area, according as the atmosph-
ere has during the interval produced more or less flickering. 
 If a mere speck, like a fixed star, acquires comparatively 
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large dimensions on a sensitised plate in consequence of 
atmospheric disturbances, every optical point in an image 
of other celestial objects must, from the same cause, occupy 
a space of greater dimensions than it would if no disturbing 
influences existed. When the telescope is employed optic-
ally, the mind can make out the proper figure of the object, 
although its image dances before the eye several times in a 
second, and is able to select for remembrance only the states 
of most perfect definition; on the other hand, a photographic 
plate registers all the disturbances. The photographic picture 
will consequently never be so perfect as the optical image 
with the same telescope, until we can produce photographs 
of celestial objects instantaneously: we are still a long way 
from this desirable end. 
 
Relative advantages of reflecting and refracting telescopes 
 
With refracting telescopes the photographic focus of a point 
of light occupies a larger area than with reflectors; this is 
especially the case with astronomical telescopes, because 
they are corrected so as to produce the best optical image, 
and the outstanding chemical rays are dispersed around 
the luminous focus.9 The reflecting telescope has, therefore, 
considerable advantage over the refracting telescope for 
celestial photography, on account of all rays coming to focus 
in the same plane; hence, the focus having been adjusted 
for the luminous image, it is correct for the chemical image, 
and has not to be disturbed, as with a refractor. In the tele-
scope employed by Professor Phillips, of 6¼ inches apert-
ure and 11 feet focal length, the actinic focus was found to 
be 0.75 inch beyond the visual focus; and in the Liverpool 
equatorial of 12½ feet focal length the actinic focus was 0.8 
inch beyond the visual focus. With my telescope the focus-
ing is critically effected with the aid of a magnifier, the image 
being received on a piece of ground glass placed temporar-
ily in the actual slide destined to contain the sensitised plate. 
A second piece of ground glass fixed in a frame is put into 
the camera just previous to each operation, for the purpose 
of placing the telescope in position; but the focusing is always 
effected in the manner described, for the goodness of the 
picture depends greatly on the accuracy of this adjustment. 
I attribute much of my success to the employment of a refl-
ector, while my fellow-labourers in the same field have used 
refractors. 
 
Actual process employed at the Cranford Observatory 
 
With the view of facilitating the labours of others desirous of 
entering the field of photography, I will now describe, with 
all necessary minuteness, the process finally adopted after 
many trials and failures. I would remark at the same time 
that it is quite impossible to give such directions as will en-
able another operator to ensure perfect results, as this can 
only be attained by perseverance, long practice, and a strong 
determination to overcome obstacle after obstacle as it arises 
– therefore, no one need hope for even moderate success 
if he dabbles in celestial photography in a desultory manner, 
as with an amusement to be taken up and laid aside. In or-
der to prosecute celestial photography successfully, there 
must be, in close contiguity with the telescope, a photogra-
phic room, abundantly supplied with both common and rain-
water. The water-taps should project over a sink, so as to 
reach about a foot from the wall. The rain-water is conven-
iently kept in and filtered by an ordinary stoneware filter. The 
photographic room may be lighted generally by means of 
an ordinary Argand reading lamp, over the shade of which 
hangs a lantern-like curtain made of two thicknesses of deep-
yellow calico; but the plate, during the development of the 
picture, must be illuminated locally by a night-light before 
which a yellow screen is placed. The photographic room 
should be furnished with a stove, burning wood or charcoal, 

which will keep alight for a long time, in order that its temper-
ature may never fall much below 50° F during the winter. In 
my earlier experiments the positive process was invariably 
employed on account of its greater rapidity; but so many det-
ails, visible by transmitted light in a positive, are lost when it 
is afterwards viewed by reflected light, that endeavours were 
made to render the negative process equally rapid. After 
many trials I succeeded in this, and I now never have rec-
ourse to the positive process, except for some special object. 
 

Glass used 
 

It is of course necessary to have the plate somewhat larger 
than the object to be taken; the size used when the telesc-
ope is employed as a Newtonian is 2⅝ inches by 3⅛ inches. 
When the pictures are taken by the direct method, the plates 
are circular, and 2¾ inches in diameter. The outside diam-
eter of the slide to contain the circular plate is 3¼ inches, the 
exact size of the cell of the diagonal mirror, so that no more 
light is stopped out by the plate-holder than by the small 
mirror. The glass used is the ‘extra white patent plate’, and 
I have it selected as free from specks and bubbles as poss-
ible, but nevertheless I have frequently to reject about one-
third of those discs which are supplied to me. 
 

Mode of cleaning the plate 
 

The glass is cleaned in the ordinary way by means of tripoli 
powder, mixed up with three parts of spirit of wine and one 
of liquid ammonia, to the consistence of cream. For drying 
the plates I am provided with two10 cloths, which, in the first 
instance, have been carefully washed with soda (avoiding 
the use of soap), and repeatedly rinsed in water. Each time 
after being used, these cloths are thoroughly dried, but they 
need not be washed for months together. For the final wiping 
of the plate a piece of wash-leather is employed, also care-
fully dried before being used. A piece of grit-stone, such as 
is used by mowers to sharpen scythes, must be at hand, 
for the purpose of grinding the edges of the glass plate and 
making scratches on the margin of the two surfaces, in order 
to cause the more perfect adherence of the collodion, The 
plate to be cleaned is placed on a sheet of cartridge paper, 
and rubbed thoroughly, first on one side, then on the other, 
with a piece of new cotton wool moistened with the tripoli 
mixture, above described. It is then washed in a stream of 
water, the fingers being used, if necessary, to aid in remov-
ing the adhering tripoli. Holding the plate while still wet, and 
without touching the surface, one edge after the other is 
rubbed on the grit-stone; the glass imbeds itself in the friable 
stone, and thus the borders of the two surfaces get scratched, 
and the edge is ground at the same time. After the four 
edges have been so ground, or, if the plate be circular, the 
whole periphery has been rubbed, the hands and plate are 
well washed to remove all grit, and the plate placed edge-
wise for a few seconds on a marble slab. With dry hands, I 
take up the plate by the edge, being now very careful not to 
touch the surface with the hand, and wipe it, first with one 
cloth, then thoroughly dry with the second, and lastly, rub 
both surfaces at the same time with the dry wash-leather. I 
afterwards breathe on each side of the plate, to ascertain 
whether it is clean, wipe off the condensed moisture and 
place the plate in a grooved box, with the best surface turn-
ed to face a marked end of the box, so as to know on which 
side to pour the collodion. Proceeding in the above-described 
manner, I have never any failure attributable to a dirty plate, 
and can feel certain of obtaining four or five good pictures 
of the Moon out of about seven plates generally used. I am 
usually, however, provided with one or two dozen cleaned 
plates, for it is desirable to have a sufficient reserve, and 
experience has proved that plates so cleaned may be used 
even after a week, if the box containing them be kept in a 
dry room. 
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The bath 
 

It is of the utmost importance that the nitrate of silver bath 
should be in the most sensitive condition; the rapidity of the 
process appears to depend in a great measure on its not 
being in the slightest degree acid, but as nearly neutral as 
possible. It is almost needless to add that, for such a refined 
application of photography as that under consideration, the 
solution should be kept in glass in preference to gutta percha. 
The vessel must be carefully covered, to exclude dust, and, 
from time to time, the solution should be filtered through pure 
filtering paper (Swedish paper). The nitrate of silver used in 
the preparation of the bath is invariably fused in my own lab-
oratory, in quantities never exceeding a drachm at one time, 
the requisite heat being gradually applied, and care being 
taken not to raise the temperature higher than is necessary 
to effect the fusion. 
 The solution I employ is the ordinary one of thirty grains 
of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water, with a quarter of a 
grain of iodide of potassium. In the preparation of a bath, 
after the mixing of the nitrate of silver, dissolved in a small 
portion of the water, with the solution of iodide of potassium, 
it is customary to add the remaining chief bulk of water, which 
causes an immediate precipitation of iodide of silver, and 
then to filter the liquid after the lapse of half an hour. It is, 
however, advisable to agitate the solution from time to time, 
during several hours before it is filtered; for unless this be 
done, the bath does not become thoroughly saturated with 
iodide of silver, and has a tendency for some time to dissolve 
a portion of the iodide of silver which first forms in collodion 
immersed in it. 
 I avoid adding alcohol or acetic acid to the bath, for these 
substances impair its sensitiveness. As, after use for a cert-
ain time, the bath becomes charged with more or less alco-
hol and ether, and their products of oxidation, its properties 
become changed, and a picture cannot be taken with it with 
sufficient rapidity; when I find this to occur, I discard the bath 
and make a fresh one. The bath, in its most sensitive state, 
usually exhibits a very feeble alkaline reaction with reddened 
litmus paper, and if it be found to have a tendency to fog, it 
is corrected in this way. A single drop of pure nitric acid is 
taken on the point of a glass rod, and mixed with a drachm 
of distilled water; with this diluted acid (1 to 60) I moisten 
the point of the glass rod and stir it about well in the bath, 
which contains about fourteen fluid ounces of solution, and 
make a trial. If it still fogs, the acidification is repeated; and 
thus, after several trials, the fault is corrected. It is better to 
proceed in this manner than to rely on litmus papers as a 
test for neutrality; the object being to retain the bath in as 
sensitive a state as possible, the test by light is the only one 
to be ultimately depended on. 
 Moist hydrated oxide of silver may be used to bring back 
a bath, which has become acid by use, to a neutral state, 
and by the subsequent careful addition of dilute nitric acid it 
may be made to work; but all additions of acetate of soda, 
carbonate of soda, or acetic acid, are quite inefficacious for 
correcting a bath that does not work satisfactorily. In order 
to obtain the extreme point of sensitiveness, the best plan 
on the whole is to make a new bath; the silver being, as is 
well known, easily recoverable from its solutions and in part, 
by evaporation and crystallisation, as nitrate. 
 

Collodion 
 

The condition of the collodion is also an all-important point, 
and it appears to be very capricious in its properties. It is 
preferable not to make the collodion oneself, but to use that 
prepared by makers of repute; I usually employ Thomas’s 
or Hardwich’s collodion, both of which I have found to be 
very uniform in quality. 
 It is desirable to sensitise frequently new batches of 
collodion, and to determine by experiment from time to time 

the gradual development and decline of their sensitiveness. 
 Collodion should not be sensitised until after it has stood 
for at least a week after it has been purchased, and it must 
then be carefully poured into the mixing vessel without dist-
urbing the sediment which always is present. It must be 
agitated occasionally for some hours after mixing with the 
sensitiser, before it is set aside to rest and deposit the new 
sediment which forms. After standing for a week, it should 
be carefully decanted for use, to the extent of three-fourths, 
into a perfectly clean glass vessel. 
 The glass mixing vessels should invariably, previous to 
use a second time, be washed out, first with a mixture of 
equal parts of ether and alcohol, and then with water and 
pieces of blotting-paper, well shaken up, so as to reduce 
the paper to pulp; and finally, rinsed out with distilled water, 
and suspended in a warm place, mouth downwards, to drain 
and dry thoroughly. 
 Iodide of cadmium appears, on the whole, to be the best 
sensitiser for collodion to be used in celestial photography: 
collodion, prepared with this salt, is not very active when 
first mixed; hence it differs from collodion prepared with 
iodide of potassium and iodide of ammonium in this respect, 
but it gradually acquires a degree of sensitiveness unsurp-
assed, if equalled, by collodion rendered active with the 
latter salts, used either alone or mixed with other salts. Coll-
odion, mixed with iodide of potassium, acquires, it is true, 
great sensitiveness soon after it is prepared, but in a few 
days it loses in this respect, is moreover continually changing, 
and is seldom available in celestial photography after stand-
ing a month or six weeks; whereas cadmium collodion will 
retain its qualities for several months. As fresh mixed collod-
ion is certain to produce both white and dark specks in the 
photograph, as large or larger than the details visible in the 
picture with a magnifier, it will be seen that a collodion which 
can be kept for a long time to deposit, without losing in sen-
sitiveness, must be the most valuable; moreover, in collodion 
mixed with the alkaline iodides there is always an evolution 
of free iodine which soon impairs the sensitiveness of the 
nitrate of silver bath by rendering it acid; and for these reas-
ons I generally give the preference to cadmium collodion. 
 Sometimes collodion exhibits a reticulated structure 
after the photograph has dried, which materially militates 
against the beauty of the picture, and prevents its being 
highly magnified; it occasionally happens that this defect 
cannot be cured, in which case the collodion should be rej-
ected. I have generally found, however, that this ‘craping’ 
may be obviated if the collodion be diluted, more or less, 
with a mixture of two parts of ether and one part of alcohol 
when it is being sensitised, care being taken to add as much 
of the solution of iodide in relation to the diluting liquids as 
would have to be added to an equal volume of collodion. 
 After using collodion for several evenings, it is well to 
allow it to stand for some days, and to decant about three-
fourths into a fresh vessel. 
 Before pouring the collodion onto the glass plate, the 
usual precaution of cleaning away with the fingers any dried 
collodion from the lip of the containing vessel must be atten-
ded to; moreover, each time, just in the act of pouring, a few 
drops should be allowed to fall to waste on the floor; by att-
ention to these remarks, much vexation will be avoided. 
 
Exposure of the plate in the telescope 
 
On taking the plate from the nitrate of silver bath, it is desir-
able to drain it well before it is put into the slide, first on the 
edge of the bath, then on white blotting-paper, shifting its 
position two or three times, but always keeping the same 
point downwards. It must be carried to the telescope as 
quickly as possible, and the picture developed immediately 
after it has been removed from it. 
 The sensitised plate rests on angles of pure silver, let 
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into the square plate-holder, or in the circular plate-holder 
within a ring of pure silver, the face resting on three promin-
ent places. I have found that contact with wood is liable to 
produce stains which occasionally extend across the plate 
during the development. The circular plate-holder is entirely 
of metal, and I would recommend metal holders in prefer-
ence to those of wood for celestial photography, because 
they are not liable to warp and become set from damp when 
left in the observatory. The plate-holder should be wiped 
with a clean cloth after each operation, and the hands also 
washed each time before a fresh plate is taken, on which it 
is intended to pour collodion. 
 In order to subject the sensitised plate to the action of 
light when the telescope is used as a Newtonian, I remove 
a very light cover, previously placed over the mouth of the 
telescope, and replace it when I wish to discontinue the act-
ion; this cover is made of black merino, stretched on a whale-
bone hoop, and is provided with a handle of bamboo. In the 
direct method I turn up or down, through an arc of 90°, a 
little hinged trap interposed between the great mirror and the 
sensitive plate. This motion is given by means of a lever fixed 
on a light axis, supported by the arm which holds the small 
camera, the axis extending beyond the edge of the telesc-
ope tube and carrying a milled head by which it is turned. 
 

Regulation of the time of exposure 
 

A journeyman-clock, beating seconds distinctly, should be 
near the telescope, in order that the operator may be enab-
led to regulate the time of exposure, which requires great 
nicety with such sensitive chemicals as must be employed. 
 The time occupied in taking lunar pictures varies cons-
iderably; it depends on the sensitiveness of the chemicals, 
on the temperature, on the altitude of the Moon and her 
phase. An almost imperceptible mist in the atmosphere will 
sometimes double the time of exposure, but curiously enough 
a bright fleecy cloud passing over the Moon scarcely stops 
any of the actinic rays. I have recently produced an instant-
aneous picture of the full Moon, and usually get strong pict-
ures of the Moon in that phase in from 1 to 5 seconds. The 
Moon as a crescent, under like circumstances, would require 
about 20 to 30 seconds, in order to obtain a picture of all the 
parts visible towards the dark limb. 
 

Development of the picture 
 

Of all the developing mixtures tried, I give the preference to 
the aceto-pyrogallic acid solution, which is generally used 
in the ordinary proportions; namely, pyrogallic acid, three 
grains; glacial acetic acid, one fluid drachm; distilled water, 
three fluid ounces; but, in cold weather, I sometimes reduce 
the quantity of acetic acid to one half, to render the solution 
more active. The developing fluid retains its properties for a 
week or more after mixing. It is desirable to pour out the req-
uisite quantity of fluid in a small vessel, and to place it in read-
iness, before the plate is removed from the bath and put 
into the slide, so as to prevent any delay after the plate has 
been exposed in the telescope. This precaution obviates the 
staining which arises sometimes by partial drying of the film. 
 The addition of nitrate of silver to aid in bringing out the 
picture must be avoided; pictures thus intensified will not 
bear any magnifying power and are comparatively worthless. 
Hence it will be seen how all-important it is to have the bath 
and collodion in their most sensitive condition. The negative 
should not be developed too strongly, as such pictures never 
copy so well as those moderately but distinctly brought out. 
Such small photographic pictures as those of Jupiter and 
Saturn present many obstacles to their development, on acc-
ount of the difficulty of discerning them during the operation; 
for the focal image of Jupiter in my telescope, even when 
the planet is in opposition, is only about 1/37th of an inch in 
diameter. 

 After the development of the picture to the desired point, 
the further development is arrested by pouring a quantity of 
water on the plate, and a vessel containing water should be 
at hand for this purpose. 
 
Fixing the picture 
 

By preference I use hyposulphite of soda for fixing; after 
fixing, the plate is washed under the tap of a cistern of water 
for a short time, and then examined with a lens. If worth ret-
aining, the epoch of the picture and other particulars are rec-
orded at the back with a writing diamond. The plate is then 
washed again, front and back, in a stream of water, and 
placed face upwards on a tripod stand, duly levelled; rain-
water11 is poured on the collodion, and from time to time 
this is poured off and fresh poured on; in the meantime other 
photographs are proceeded with. After half an hour or more, 
the plate is thoroughly washed in a stream of rain-water, and 
placed edgewise on blotting-paper against the wall, to drain 
and dry. 
 

Varnishing 
 

The next morning, the negatives are warmed before a fire, 
and varnished with Soehnée’s varnish,12 which is the only 
description I have found to stand. I am careful to filter the 
varnish before using, otherwise specks might be transferred 
to the photograph. It is very desirable to varnish the plates 
as soon as they are dry, for, if left unvarnished for any length 
of time, they can never be varnished evenly. 
 
Desiderata in the machinery for driving the telescope 
 

As in the production of celestial photographs some seconds 
of exposure are requisite, it is essential to have a clock-work 
driver to the telescope, which works uniformly and smoothly, 
and which is also capable, when lunar pictures are to be 
taken, of ready adjustment to the ever-varying lunar time. 
Lunar time, it will be recollected, differs from sidereal time, 
in consequence of the Moon’s variable motion in her orbit 
in a direction opposite to that of the apparent diurnal move-
ment of the stars. A driving clock, if adjusted to follow a star, 
must be retarded therefore, more or less, in order to follow 
the Moon. In my own telescope, this is at present effected 
by altering the length of the conical pendulum or friction gov-
ernor, thus altering the time of its rotation (or double beat), 
and this plan, or some modification of it, is universal. My 
experience, however, has pointed out several inconvenien-
ces in thus changing the speed of the governor or pendulum, 
and it is my intention to make such alterations in the constr-
uction of the clock as will enable me to alter the going of the 
telescope without changing the rate of the pendulum. This I 
propose to do by substituting an arrangement, similar to that 
known in mechanism as the disc and plate, for the wheel-
work now connecting the machinery of the clock with the 
pendulum; the disc and plate being capable of producing a 
variable motion, according as the disc is nearer to or farther 
from the centre of the plate. The pendulum will, by the pro-
posed plan, be driven by frictional contact, and, having emp-
loyed this system in other machinery, I feel persuaded that 
its application to the clock-driver will not be attended with 
difficulty or inconvenience. 
 The Moon, besides her motion in right ascension, has 
also a motion in declination, which is greatest when she is 
situated in one of the nodes formed by the intersection of 
the plane of the Moon’s orbit and the plane of the Earth’s 
equator, and is least when situated 90° from these nodes, 
where it vanishes. As this motion is at times very consider-
able, it is evident that, with a telescope made only to rotate 
round the polar axis, the best results will be obtained, all 
other circumstances being alike, when the motion in declin-
ation is at zero. Assuming that on average 15 seconds are 
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necessary for taking a lunar photograph, the Moon may have 
shifted upwards of 4 seconds of arc in declination during 
that period; and evidently many details would be lost and the 
others considerably distorted. In order to ensure the most 
perfect results under all circumstances, it is desirable to give 
a movement to the declination axis of the telescope simultan-
eously with the movement of the polar axis. Hitherto, so far 
as I am aware, no means have been devised to effect this, 
but the requisite adjustable motion might be transmitted by 
means of the disc and plate above described, from the driv-
ing clock, although its pendulum moves with uniform velocity. 
 

Lord Rosse’s method 
 

In my original method of taking the pictures by means of the 
sliding eyepiece before spoken of, both motions in right asc-
ension and declination were provided for by adjusting the 
slide in the diagonal parallel with the Moon’s apparent path. 
Lord Rosse, at a subsequent period, applied a clock-move-
ment to such a slide, and made some experiments in celest-
ial photography;13 but, the telescope being required for other 
special purposes, it appears that they were not long contin-
ued. This motion of the plate-holder does not meet all the 
exigencies of the case, but if one of his magnificent reflect-
ors were arranged to move bodily along a guide adjustable 
in the direction of the Moon’s path, by means of some such 
mechanism as I have alluded to, I believe that lunar pictures 
might be produced of exquisite beauty, because defects in 
the collodion film and the glass plate would be of less conseq-
uence than with telescopes of shorter focal length, the image 
being larger in the ratio of focal length; for example, even 
with the 3-foot instrument it would be 3 inches in diameter. 
 

Degree of perfection hitherto attained in lunar photography 
 

In my own telescope, the picture of the Moon is only about 
11/10-inch in diameter. It might be suggested that the image 
could be enlarged by means of a combination of lenses bef-
ore reaching the sensitised plate, but this would have the 
effect of prolonging the time of exposure, and moreover intr-
oduce the disadvantages of the refracting telescope, and 
the result would not be so good, for even if the Moon’s mot-
ion in declination were followed automatically, still the out-
standing atmospheric disturbances before alluded to would 
remain.14 Indeed, if the aperture of the telescope could be 
considerably increased in relation to its focal length, much 
finer pictures would be procured, because the time of expos-
ure would be shortened. In practice it has been found pref-
erable not to magnify the focal image, but to take enlarged 
positive copies on glass direct from the original negative, 
by means of an enlarging camera, and in this way the impr-
essions, 8 inches in diameter, exhibited at the meeting were 
produced. In making positive copies, some of the more min-
ute details are, unfortunately, always lost, for no means exist 
by which enlarged positive copies can be produced showing 
all the treasures of the original negative; a perfect enlarging 
lens being still a desideratum.15 As an instance may be cited 
the streak in the lunar disc, which Mr James Nasmyth has 
called  ‘the railroad’, indicated in Beer and Mädler’s map as 
a straight line to the east of the crater Thebit between latit-
ude 19° and 23° south, and between longitude 7° and 9° east. 
In the photograph it is shown to be a crack in the lunar crust 
with an irregular outline, and the eastern edge is perceived 
to be depressed below the western, which forms a perpen-
dicular cliff. This, although sharply defined in the negative, 
is frequently lost in positive copies. For the examination and 
micrometrical measurement of the minuter details which cel-
estial photography is capable of furnishing, recourse must 
still be had to the original negative. Notwithstanding the dis-
turbances which arise from the atmosphere, minute irregular-
ities in the driving clock, and the want of means for following 
the Moon’s motion in declination, I have obtained pictures 

of the Moon that bear examination with the 3-inch object-
glass of a compound microscope magnifying about 16¾ 
times, and which show with good definition details occupying 
a space less than 2 seconds in each dimension. Two sec-
onds are equal to about 1/860th of an inch on the collodion 
plate in the focus of my telescope, and in the finest photogr-
aphs, details occupying less than 1/1000th of an inch are dis-
cernible with the 3-inch object-glass; hence much valuable 
work has already been accomplished. A second on the lunar 
surface at the Moon’s mean distance being about one mile 
(1.149 mile), it will be evident that selenological disturbances, 
extending over 2 or 3 miles, would not escape detection, if 
such occur, provided photographs continue to be taken for 
a sufficiently long period. 
 

Lunar phenomena recorded by photography 
 

Full Moon: variations of apparent diameter 
 

By the delineation of our satellite, photography brings out 
palpably several phenomena which, although well known, 
are not always present to the mind; for example, about every 
29 days it is stated that there is a full Moon, but we see by 
the photographic picture that there never is a full Moon vis-
ible to us, except just before or just after a lunar eclipse, or 
at all events except when the Sun, Earth, and Moon are very 
nearly in the same plane; at all other periods of the full Moon 
we are unfavourably situated for seeing the whole of the 
illuminated hemisphere. Moreover, the different apparent 
diameter of the Moon at various times, dependent on her 
distance from the Earth, comes out in unmistakeable prom-
inence in a collection of photographs; for the pictures taken 
with my reflector vary in diameter from 1 inch to 1 inch and 
nearly two-tenths (1.0053 inch to 1.1718 inch, being at the 
Moon’s mean distance 1.0137 inch). 
 

 
 

 When positive enlarged copies are made, it is easy to 
obtain all the pictures of exactly the same dimensions by the 
adjustment of the distance of the negative to be copied from 
the lens of the camera; and my enlarging camera is furnished 
with screws to facilitate the adjustment of the distance of the 
object to be copied, and also that of the focusing screen. 
 

Libration 
 

We are familiar with the terms ‘diurnal libration’, and libration 
in ‘latitude’ and ‘longitude’, yet it is difficult to realise the 
great amount of disturbance in the aspect of the Moon’s 
disc, and the direction of the displacement from the mean 
position which these several causes produce unless aided 
by photography, when we see them palpably before us. 
 The diurnal or parallactic libration never exceeds 1° 1'. 5; 
the direction of the displacement in the markings on the lunar 
disc which it produces is variable, and is dependent partly 
on the position of the observer. 
 The poles of the Moon at the epoch of mean libration 
are situated in the periphery, and the equator and all parall-
els of latitude are straight lines; the circles of longitude being 
more or less open ellipses, varying from a straight line in 
the centre to a circle at the periphery. This occurs when our 
satellite is either in perigee or apogee (when the libration in 
longitude is at a minimum), and she is also situated in one 
of the nodes of her orbit (when the libration in latitude van-
ishes): the nodes, apsides, and Moon would, under these 
circumstances, be in the same line. 
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 Libration in longitude merely causes a change of place 
in the various circles of longitude, which still continue to be 
more or less open ellipses, the parallels of latitude straight 
lines. 
 Those lunar craters, however, situated on the central 
meridian at the epoch of mean libration would be on a strai-
ght line, but, at the periods of maximum eastern or western 
libration, they would be seen arranged on a semi-ellipse, 
whose conjugate diameter is 0.1377, the Moon’s diameter 
being unity. Therefore a point at the centre of the Moon’s 
equator becomes shifted by the sum of the librations to the 
east and to the west to the extent of more than ⅛th of the 
Moon’s diameter, namely 0.0688 to the east, and the same 
quantity to the west of the mean position. On account of 
perspective, the effect of libration in longitude is much less 
apparent on the eastern and western peripheral meridians, 
which shift towards the centre by a quantity equal only to 
1/229th of the Moon’s diameter (0.0048). 
 

 
 
 The equator and its parallels, which at the period of 
mean libration in latitude were straight lines, become more 
or less open ellipses under other circumstances; the ratio 
between the conjugate and transverse axes of all the para-
llels being constant for a given inclination of the lunar axis. 
At a maximum libration in latitude the equator becomes an 
ellipse, whose conjugate axis is 0.1181; the transverse axis 
being equal to the diameter of the Moon considered as un-
ity; so that a point in the centre of the equator is shifted 0.059 
of the diameter to the north or to the south by a maximum 
northern or southern libration, and will move by the sum of 
these librations to an apparent extent of 1/9th of the diameter 
of the lunar disc. The apparent motion of the north and south 
poles towards the centre is on account of perspective only 
1/286th of the diameter (0.0035). 
 

 

 Libration in latitude also causes a change in the ellipses 
which delineate the meridians, causing an inclination of their 
axes to the line joining the poles, and also a change in the 
ratios of their transverse to their conjugate axes. For exam-
ple, the meridian distant 7° 55' from the centre (this being 
the position of central meridian at a maximum libration in 
longitude) would have its transverse axis inclined 0° 56'. 3 to 
the pole, the conjugate axis being no longer 0.1377 but 
0.1368 of the transverse. The peripheral meridians would 
no longer be semi-circles, but semi-ellipses, whose conjug-
ate diameter is equal to 0.9965, and whose transverse dia-
meter is inclined 90° to the pole. 
 

  
 

Stereoscopic pictures of the Moon 
 

Taking advantage of the libration, we may, by combining two 
views taken at sufficiently distant periods, produce stereosc-
opic pictures which present to the eyes the Moon as a sphere. 
It has been remarked by the Astronomer Royal that such a 
result is an experimental proof of the rotundity of our satell-
ite. A dispute has been going on between photographers as 
to the proper angle for taking terrestrial stereoscopic pictures, 
and I infer that one side of the disputants would consider 
my arrangement of Moon pictures to produce stereographs 
unnatural, because under no circumstances could the Moon 
itself be so seen by human eyes; but, to use Sir John Hersch-
el’s words, the view is such as would be seen by a giant 
with eyes thousands of miles apart: after all, the stereoscope 
affords such a view as we should get if we possessed a perf-
ect model of the Moon and placed it at a suitable distance 
from the eyes, and we may be well satisfied to possess such 
means of extending our knowledge respecting the Moon, 
by thus availing ourselves of the giant eyes of science. 
 It does not follow as a matter of course that any two pic-
tures of the Moon taken under different conditions of librat-
ion will make a true stereoscopic picture; so far from this 
being the case, a most distorted image would result, unless 
attention be paid first to the selection of the lunar pictures, 
and then to their position on the stereoscopic slide. It is poss-
ible to determine beforehand, by calculation, the epochs at 
which the two photographs must be taken in order to produce 
a stereoscopic picture; but so many circumstances stand in 
the way of celestial photography that the better course is to 
take the lunar photographs on every favourable occasion, 
and afterwards to group such pictures known to be suitable. 
 A little consideration of what has been before stated 
will show that two lunar pictures, differing only by libration, 
either in longitude or in latitude, will give a true stereoscopic 
effect, provided the angular shifting is sufficiently great. 
 On the other hand, if the two pictures differ both by lib-
ration in latitude and in longitude, they will give a true stereo-
scopic picture provided they satisfy the following condition. 
Suppose a point in the centre of the equator, when the Moon 
is in a mean state of libration, has become shifted at the 
epoch of picture A in any given direction, and let an imagin-
ary line pass through that point and the centre of the lunar 
disc, if at the epoch of picture B the point lies anywhere in 
the direction of that line, then a true stereograph will be obt-
ained, provided the two pictures be suitably placed in the 
stereoscope. 
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 Assuming the space between the eyes to be 2¾ inches, 
and the nearest distance for distinct vision to be about 10 
inches, we find 15° 48' as the maximum stereoscopic angle. 
The possible shifting of the position of an object on the lunar 
disc from east to west by libration in longitude may amount 
to 15° 50', which is almost identical with the assumed maxi-
mum stereoscopic angle, and the displacement from north 
to south, by libration in latitude, never exceeds 13° 34', which 
falls within that angle. By the joint effect of a maximum libr-
ation in longitude and latitude, a point on the lunar surface 
may, however, be shifted nearly 21°, which is greater than 
that under which an object could be viewed by the eyes. 
 

 
 
 An exaggerated protuberance of the central portion of 
the Moon might result from the combination of two pictures 
obtained, at two epochs of maxima, in directions diagonally 
opposite, and the Moon would appear somewhat egg-shaped. 
We may convince ourselves that this would be the case, by 
viewing, in the stereoscope, two suitably drawn orthograph-
ic projections of the lines of longitude and latitude of the 
sphere, especially if we purposely exaggerate the angle still 
more; for example, if we make the libration in latitude the 
double of what it is in reality. 
 

  

 At the meeting at Leeds last year, there were exhibited 
some of my stereoscopic lunar pictures 8 inches in diamet-
er, and an apparatus constructed expressly for viewing them. 
The instrument is of similar construction to Wheatstone’s 
reflecting stereoscope; but, the objects being transparent, 
the usual arrangements and adjustments are considerably 
modified. Prisms with slight curvatures worked on their sur-
faces are employed, instead of mirrors, for combining the 
pictures which can be revolved and moved horizontally and 
vertically in order to place them in the true position. The eff-
ect of rotundity is perfect over the whole surface; and parts 
which appear like plane surfaces in a single photograph, in 
the stereoscope, present the most remarkable undulations 
and irregularities. 
 
Light and shade in the photograph 
 as compared with that of the optical image 
 
Portions of the Moon, equally bright optically, are by no 
means equally bright chemically; hence the light and shade 
in the photograph do not correspond in all cases with the 
light and shade in the optical picture. Photography thus fre-
quently renders details visible which escape observation 
optically, and it therefore holds out a promise of a fertile 
future in selenological researches; for instance, strata of 
different composition evidently reflect the chemical rays to 
a greater or less extent according to their nature, and may 
be thus distinguished.16 The lunar surface very near the dark 
limb is copied photographically with great difficulty, and it 
sometimes requires an exposure five or six times as long to 
bring out completely those portions illuminated by a very 
oblique ray, as others, apparently not brighter, but more fav-
ourably illuminated. The high ground in the southern hemis-
phere of the Moon is more easily copied than the low ground, 
usually called seas, which abound in the northern hemisph-
ere. From these circumstances I ventured, in another place,17 
to suggest that the Moon may have an atmosphere of great 
density, but of very small extent, and that the so-called seas 
might be covered with vegetation. This idea respecting a 
lunar atmosphere has, I am inclined to believe, received 
some confirmation from a recent observation of Father 
Secchi’s, that the lunar surface polarises light most in the 
great lowlands and in the bottoms of the craters, and not 
appreciably on the summits of the mountains. 
 
Radiating lines in the Moon’s disc 
 
The mountain peak in the centre of Tycho, about 1 mile in 
height, is very distinct in the photographs, and under favour-
able circumstances the details in the interior of the crater 
are well shown. The external slopes under all illuminations 
are darker in the photograph than the internal walls and the 
bottom of the crater. Tycho would appear to have been the 
focus of a wonderful disturbing force which broke up the 
Moon’s crust nearly over the whole visible surface, for radiat-
ing lines converge in that conspicuous volcano, like so many 
circles of longitude, and cannot fail to attract attention. Sev-
eral theories have been suggested to account for these rad-
iating lines; by studying a series of photographs taken under 
different conditions of illumination one becomes convinced 
that they are due to furrows in the lunar surface.18 They are 
in some cases overlaid by craters which must have been 
formed at a subsequent period; and in other cases the furrow 
has dislocated the crater, which must therefore have prev-
iously existed. 
 One very remarkable furrow fully 50 miles broad, ext-
ending from Tycho over 45° of latitude in a north-easterly 
direction, is the deepest on the lunar surface. The eastern 
ridge of this furrow skirts Mount Heinsius, and the western 
ridge extends to Balliald and Euclides, where the furrow be-
comes very shallow, but is traceable as far as Kepler. 
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 Another conspicuous furrow runs from Tycho in a north-
westerly direction nearly up to the northern limb of the Moon, 
and extends over 100° of latitude, passing through Menelaus 
and Bessel in the Mare Serenitatis through a crater (marked 
E in Beer and Madler’s map) at the head of a promontory 
running into the Lacus Somniorum, when it is crossed by 
another furrow extending tangentially to the Apennines. The 
intersection of these streaks resembles the letter X, and 
indicates another focus of disturbance near the crater E in 
north latitude 35° and west longitude 24°. The main furrow 
from Tycho continues on through the crater Plana, leaving 
Burg untouched on the east, and terminates to the south of 
Strabo in north latitude 60° and west longitude 45°. 
 A furrow best seen about the full Moon or a little after, 
extends from Tycho, though not quite continuously, through 
the Mare Nectares, traversing the crater A on the west of 
the crater Theophilus; sweeping in a curve eastward, it 
leaves Tarantius on the west, and crosses the bright crater 
Proclus, forming an eastern tangent to Berzelius. Leaving 
Endymion to the south-east, it forms the southern boundary 
of the Mare Humboldtianum in north latitude 70° and west 
longitude 90°, having traversed 110 degrees of latitude. 
 A remarkable focus of dislocation exists in the Mare 
Foecunditatis in latitude 16° south and longitude 50° west, 
which also, by the crossing of the lines of disturbance, looks 
like another letter X in the photograph. 
 The radiating lines of dislocation are so numerous that 
it would be impossible, within reasonable limits, to describe 
any but the principal ones; I should state, however, that they 
must not be confounded with the sinuous lines which rad-
iate from Copernicus and other lunar craters, and which are 
markedly different in character and origin. 
 
Value of photography in the 
 production of selenographical charts 
 
Pictures of Copernicus may be cited as an example of the 
aid photography would afford in mapping the lunar surface: 
this becomes especially apparent when an original negative 
is examined with a compound microscope. The details 
brought out in and around this crater in a fine negative by a 
3-inch object-glass are quite overwhelming from their num-
ber and variety. Not only the elaborate network of sinuous 
radiating lines on the exterior of Copernicus, but also the 
terraces in the internal walls of that wonderful volcano, the 
double central cone, the curvature of the sole of the crater, 
and its polygonal form, all appear in vigorous outline. 
 Again, photographs of the Apennine ridge, under differ-
ent illuminations, are among the most beautiful of the results 
of the application of the art to selenography; it renders con-
spicuously evident many details of tint and form in that ext-
ensive ridge, which would escape the most careful scrutiny 
of the visual picture unless attention was previously directed 
to them by the photograph. Unaided by photography, it would 
indeed be almost hopeless to attempt a correct represent-
ation of that wonderful chain of mountains, affected as its 
form is, on account of its vast extent, by libration, and also 
on account of the changes in the shadows occasioned by 
the varying direction of the illumination. Aided by my collect-
ion of pictures, I hope to be able to acquit myself in a credit-
able manner of the trust I have accepted, and to contribute 
that quota of the lunar surface allotted to me by the British 
Association. 
 If, at a future period, the entire lunar surface is to be ag-
ain mapped down, photography must play an all-important 
part, for, as Messrs Beer and Mädler remarked in their inv-
aluable work on the Moon, it is quite impossible to complete 
even a tolerably satisfactory representation of our satellite 
in those rare and short moments when the mean libration 
occurs. One is therefore obliged to observe the Moon under 
many different conditions of libration, and to reduce each 

measurement and sketch to the mean before the mapping 
can be proceeded with; for not only the position but also 
the shape of the objects is altered by libration even from 
one evening to another. On the other hand, with photography 
at command, we may obtain in a few seconds pictures of 
the Moon at the epochs of mean libration, and accumulate 
as readily a great number of records at other times. The 
latter would furnish, after reduction to the mean, a vast num-
ber of normal positions with which the more minute details 
to be seen with the telescope might be combined. 
 By means of a microscope, with a camera-lucida prism 
fixed on the eyepiece, enlarged drawings are readily made 
of different dimensions by varying the magnifying power and 
the distance of the paper from the eyepiece; with a normal 
magnifying power of seventeen times linear, drawings of 
lunar craters can be conveniently made of the exact scale 
used by Beer and Mädler for the large edition of their maps, 
by simply placing the drawing paper at the proper distance. 
These drawings may then be rendered more complete from 
time to time by filling in the minuter details by actual observ-
ation, and in this way materials accumulated for a selenogr-
aphical chart such as even the skill and perseverance of a 
Madler could not hope to accomplish. 
 
Photography of the planets 
 
Occasionally I take photographs of the fixed stars, and am-
ong others have made pictures of the double star Castor, 
but, as a general rule, I leave the fixed stars under the able 
custody of the Harvard Observatory, Cambridge, US, and 
devote my attention chiefly to the Moon, making, however, 
from time to time, photographs of the planets under the 
rare circumstance of a quiescent state of the atmosphere. 
 In photographing the planets it is sometimes advantag-
eous to take several pictures on the same plate; this can be 
conveniently done with my telescope, because the driving 
clock is connected with the telescope by means of a peculiar 
spring clutch formed of two face-ratchet-wheels. When one 
picture has been taken, the image is shut off, and the ratch-
et disconnected, so that the telescope remains at rest, the 
clock continuing to go. During the interval of rest, which int-
erval is conveniently regulated by the passage of a certain 
number of teeth of the moving half of the clutch, the planet 
will have moved through a short distance in its diurnal arc; 
and when the clock has been again thrown into gear, the 
image will fall on another part of the plate. In this way, four 
or five images of a planet, for example Jupiter, may be obt-
ained in a very short time. These images are arranged at 
equal distances along an arc of right ascension, and afford 
a ready means of determining the angle of position of the 
belts, an so on, as was proposed by the late Professor Bond 
with respect to the angle of position of double stars. 
 
Relation of actinic power to luminosity 
 
I have alluded before to the difference in the optical and ph-
otographic picture of the Moon. Another very remarkable 
result of photography is the great difference which has been 
proved to exist in the relation of actinic power to luminosity 
of the various celestial objects. For example, the occultation 
of Jupiter by the Moon, on November 8th, 1856, afforded 
an excellent opportunity for comparing the relative brightness 
of our satellite and that planet. On that occasion, Jupiter app-
eared of a pale greenish tinge, not brighter than the crater 
Plato, and, according to my estimate, of about one-third the 
general brilliancy of the Moon; but the actinic power of Jup-
iter’s light was subsequently found to be equal to fully four-
sixths or five-sixths of that of the Moon.19 Saturn required 
twelve times as long as Jupiter to produce a photograph of 
equal intensity on an occasion specially favourable for mak-
ing the experiment; yet I obtained a picture of Saturn toge-
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ther with that of the Moon in 15 seconds on May 8th of the 
present year, just as the planet emerged from behind the 
Moon’s disc. The picture of the planet, although faint, is suff-
iciently distinct to bear enlarging. With two pictures of the 
Moon and a planet (or a bright fixed star) taken at a short 
interval at the period of an occultation, or near approach of 
a planet or star by the Moon, we may obtain a stereoscopic 
picture which would make the Moon (seen, of course, as a 
flat disc) appear nearer than the planet or star. 
 

Stereoscopic pictures of the larger planets 
 

Photographs of the planet Jupiter, although far inferior hith-
erto to the optical image seen with an eyepiece, show the 
configuration of the belts sufficiently well to afford us the 
means of producing stereoscopic pictures; all that is nece-
ssary is to allow an interval to elapse between the taking of 
the two pictures, so as to profit by the rotation of that planet 
on its axis. In the space of 26 minutes the planet will have 
rotated through the 15° 48' necessary to produce the great-
est stereoscopic effect. 
 Mars would, in 69 minutes, have rotated through the 
same angle, and, as his markings are very distinct, we may 
hope to obtain stereoscopic views of that planet. 
 The markings on the other planets are too faint to hold 
out a promise of similar results. Although this is the case 
with respect to Saturn, the apparent opening and closing of 
his ring as he revolves round his orbit affords us the means 
of obtaining a stereoscopic picture. Thus photographic red-
uctions of the two original drawings which I made in Novem-
ber 1852 and March 1856 placed in the stereoscope (in such 
a manner that the major axes of the rings are at right angles 
to the line joining the eyes) give a picture in which the planet 
appears as a spheroid encircled by his system of rings, alth-
ough the difference of position of the two pictures amounts 
only to 7°. And there is no reason why we may not obtain a 
stereoscopic picture composed of photographs taken actu-
ally from the planet. 
 

Loss of the actinic rays by reflection 
 

Until very lately my celestial photographs were obtained by 
placing the sensitised plate at the side of the tube, opposite 
to the diagonal reflector of the Newtonian telescope; hence 
the light, before it reached the plate, was twice reflected. 
As it requires a very firm support for the diagonal speculum, 
of even a 13-inch mirror, to prevent vibration, the arm carry-
ing this mirror was firmly screwed to the side of the telescope 
tube, and rendered immoveable. I could not therefore make 
experiments in taking the pictures direct, that is to say, with 
the light only once reflected, without some alteration to the 
diagonal holder. I have, however, within the last few months, 
contrived an apparatus which permits of the ready removal 
and replacement of the diagonal mirror without impairing its 
stability, and celestial pictures are now taken at will, either 
direct or reflected out at the side of the tube; moreover it 
requires but a minute to change the apparatus to produce 
either result. With these means I am able to make experim-
ents to determine the relative actinic intensity of the light 
after one or two reflections. The experiments are still in pro-
gress, and have been begun so recently, that it is scarcely 
advisable to hazard a conjecture as to the result; but I may 
say that I am disappointed as to the increased rapidity of 
the production of a celestial picture by the direct method 
over the twice-reflection method; and I am inclined to infer 
that Steinheil’s result as to the loss by reflection from spec-
ulum metal of the luminous ray does not hold as regards the 
actinic ray. 
 In concluding the first part of this report, I would remark 
that to photograph the Moon continuously is a laborious un-
dertaking, and affords full occupation for one observer, who 
must not fail to pay unremitting attention to the condition of 

the various chemicals employed, so as to be always prep-
ared for a fine night with such as will work. I would therefore 
strongly urge the claims of this new branch of astronomical 
science to a more extended cultivation than it has hitherto 
received, with the conviction that it will require the ardent 
co-operation of many astronomers to develope fully its rich 
resources. 
 

Part II: Photoheliography at the Kew Observatory 
 

The photoheliograph erected at the suggestion of Sir John 
Herschel20 at the Kew Observatory has already been desc-
ribed in the reports of the Kew Committee, 1856–5721 and 
1858,22 and in the report for the present year. 
 It will not, however, be out of place to give some account 
of the instrument as at present actually in use, for, whilst 
part of the apparatus originally provided has been found 
unnecessary, it has been deemed desirable to make some 
additions to the instrument from time to time. 
 The object-glass of the photoheliograph, it will be rem-
embered, is of 34/10 inches clear aperture and 50 inches 
focal length, but the whole aperture is never used; it is alw-
ays diminished more or less, and generally to about 2 inches, 
by a stop placed in front of the object-glass. The focal image 
of the Sun at the mean distance is 0.466 inch. The focal 
image is not, however, received directly on the sensitive 
plate, as in the case of taking lunar and planetary photogr-
aphs, but is enlarged before it reaches it by means of a sec-
ondary combination of lenses (an ordinary Huyghenian eye-
piece), which increases the picture to about 4 inches in dia-
meter, thus magnifying the image about eight times linear, 
and diminishing the intensity of the light 64 times. 
 The object-glass (made by the late Mr Ross) is specia-
lly corrected to ensure the coincidence of the visual and 
chemical foci; but, as might be anticipated, the rays, after 
passing through the secondary lens, are in some degree 
dispersed, and this coincidence of foci no longer exists. It 
required some considerable time to determine exactly the 
position of the actinic focus; ultimately it was proved, after 
numerous trials, that the best photographic definition is obt-
ained when the sensitised plate is placed from 1/10th to ⅛th 
of an inch beyond the visual focus, and that this adjustment 
must be modified to a slight extent according as more or less 
of the aperture of the object-glass is employed. 
 

Difficulties of photoheliography 
 

Whilst in lunar and stellar photography many of the obstacles 
to be overcome arose from the deficiency of photographic 
power in the unenlarged focal images of those celestial obj-
ects, the difficulties which have stood in the way of producing 
good Sun pictures arose in a great degree from the incom-
parably greater brilliancy in the Sun’s image, even when its 
intensity was considerably lessened by stopping off a large 
portion of the object-glass, and magnifying the diameter of 
the image very greatly. In order to overcome these obstacles, 
recourse was had at an early period to the less sensitive 
media than wet collodion, such, for example, as are used in 
the albumen and the dry collodion processes. None of these 
attempts were, however, productive of sufficiently promising 
results to encourage the pursuit of the trials in this direction, 
and I may mention that I made simultaneous experiments 
in taking unenlarged pictures in the focus of my reflector, 
on dry collodion and albumen, with no better result. The 
surfaces in these processes are indeed very rarely sufficien-
tly free from impurities for the delineation of such minute ob-
jects as solar spots, and the processes themselves pres-
ent disadvantages which render them inapplicable to photo-
heliography. 
 After many unsuccessful trials a return was at last made 
to the collodion process. Former experience having shown 
that the shortest exposure possible with the means then at 
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command produced only a solarised image, in which all trace 
of the sun-spots was obliterated, recourse was had to the 
interposition of yellow glass between the principal and sec-
ondary object-glasses, with the view of diminishing the act-
inic intensity of the Sun’s image; nevertheless only burnt-up 
pictures were produced. 
 
Instantaneous apparatus 
 
It will be evident, therefore, that for the successful employ-
ment of a medium so sensitive as wet collodion, it was abs-
olutely necessary to contrive some means for reducing the 
time of its exposure to the Sun’s influence to an extremely 
small fraction of a second. Any apparatus placed in front of 
the object-glass, it was conceived, would have the disadvant-
age of cutting off the aperture by successive non-symmetrical 
portions, and of producing an image less perfect than when 
the exposed portion of the object-glass remained always 
concentric and circular. On the other hand, it was seen that 
a slide with a rectangular opening, if caused to move across 
the tube in front of the sensitised plate, would in no way dis-
tort the picture, but would merely stop off a portion of it, and 
have the effect, as it moved along, of allowing each part of 
the Sun’s image to act in succession on different parts of 
the collodion, and there to record itself; but a rapidly moving 
object close to the collodion plate is so liable to cause a 
disturbance of dust, and its consequent lodgement on the 
collodion film, that the carrying out of the idea in this manner 
was given up. 
 The late much-lamented Director of the observatory, Mr 
Welsh, suggested the plan which was ultimately adopted 
with success; instead of placing the sliding apparatus close 
to the collodion plate, he proposed that it should be made 
on a smaller scale and fixed as near the plane of the primary 
focus as possible. Mr Beckley has skilfully carried out this 
suggestion, so that the apparatus answers its intended obj-
ect most perfectly, and the production of a solar picture is 
now at least as easy as that of a lunar picture. The sliding 
plate is very light, and moves so freely, that it does not, while 
in motion, disturb the telescope in the slightest degree; it is 
drawn downwards by means of a sprint of vulcanised caout-
chouc, and as soon as it is released it shoots with great rap-
idity across the field. The sliding plate has two apertures, 
one circular, and sufficiently large to permit of the passing 
of all the rays; this is used for the purpose of focusing on 
the screen, and also in observing contacts of the Sun’s limb 
with the wires to be hereafter described. The second aperture 
is square, and is fitted with a sliding piece actuated by a 
screw, which projects beyond the telescope tube. By means 
of this screw the aperture may be completely closed or read-
ily reduced to a slit of any required width, equal to or smaller 
than the side of the square opening, a divided scale being 
affixed to the screw for that purpose. 
 Previous to taking a picture the sliding plate is drawn up 
just so high that an unperforated part of it completely shuts 
off the Sun’s image; the plate is held in this position by means 
of a small thread attached to it at one end, and looped at the 
other, the loop being passed over a hook on the top of the 
tube. When the picture is about to be taken, the retaining 
thread is set on fire, and the rectangular aperture, as soon 
as the sliding plate becomes released, flashes across the 
axis of the secondary object-glass, thus allowing the differ-
ent parts of the Sun’s image to pass through it in succession, 
and to depict themselves, after enlargement, successively 
on the collodion plate. Although the time of exposure is so 
short as to be scarcely appreciable, yet it is necessary to 
regulate its duration; and it is therefore controlled by adjust-
ing, first, the strength of the vulcanised caoutchouc spring; 
second, the width of the aperture. In practice, the opening 
is usually varied between 1/10th and 1/20th of the diameter of 
the Sun’s focal image. 

No driving machinery needed 
 except at the period of a total eclipse 
 

It will be seen from the foregoing description that the clock-
work driving apparatus, described at p. xxxv of the reports 
for 1857, can be of no service, because the photograph is 
taken in so small a fraction of time that no appreciable dist-
ortion of the Sun’s image would result in the interval by all-
owing the telescope to remain at rest. So rapid is the delin-
eation of the Sun’s image that fragments of the limb, optic-
ally detached by the ‘boil’ of our atmosphere, are frequently 
depicted on the collodion, completely separated from the re-
mainder of the Sun’s disc; more frequently still from the same 
cause the contour of the Sun presents an undulating line. 
 Although the clock-work driver is unnecessary for the 
daily work of the photoheliograph, it may prove of great val-
ue on the rare occasions of a total solar eclipse. It is to be 
hoped that it will enable the contemplated expedition to 
Spain, in July of next year, to obtain a photographic record 
of the feeble light of the corona and the red flames; but it is 
by no means certain that their light will be sufficiently intense 
for that object. Even a failure, however, will prove of some 
value, for it will show that the image of these phenomena, 
when enfeebled by an enlargement of eight times linear, 
possesses too little actinic power to imprint their outline on 
a collodion plate in a given number of seconds; and thus 
data will be furnished for a future period. 
 It is desirable that other astronomers should endeavour 
to obtain photographs of these data by placing the sensitised 
plate directly in the focus of the telescope. 
 In taking photographs with the Kew photoheliograph, 
the telescope, clamped in declination, is placed a little in 
advance of the Sun, and then clamped in right ascension; 
the thread is set on fire as soon as the centre of the Sun 
coincides with the axis of the instrument. In order that the 
operator may know when this is the case, a secondary cam-
era or finder is fixed on the top of the pyramidal tube of the 
telescope.23 This finder consists of an achromatic lens of 
long focus, which is so placed as to throw an image of the 
Sun onto a plate of brass fixed vertically near the lower or 
broad end of the tube, and consequently in a convenient 
position for the operator to see both the image and the retain-
ing thread which holds the slide. The brass plate has ruled 
on it several strong lines, two of which are just so far apart 
and so situated as to form tangents to the Sun’s limb when 
the image is exactly central; a lighted match, held in readin-
ess, is at this precise moment applied to the thread, and the 
slide immediately flashes across the secondary object-glass. 
 

Position wires 
 

The position of the solar spots in respect to a normal point 
is determined by placing a system of wires in a certain known 
position in the telescope. Originally the wires were four in 
number, two being fixed at right angles to the other two, the 
distance between each pair being somewhat less than the 
semi-diameter of the Sun; so that when one wire of each 
pair was situated near the Sun’s centre the other cut off a 
small arc at the limb. The position of the wires was such 
that the one pair was parallel to a circle of declination. 
 Some inconvenience was occasionally experienced in 
consequence of one or other of the four wires obliterating a 
solar spot; hence an alteration is now being made in the 
apparatus for holding the wires. Instead of attaching them 
to a fixed diaphragm placed between the two lenses of the 
secondary object-glass, they will be fastened to a sliding 
diaphragm with two apertures; across one of the apertures 
only will be fixed the wires, so that a photograph may be 
taken either with or without them. No appreciable distortion 
in the photographic image of the wires can be detected. 
 The wires will be two in number; they will cross each 
other at an angle of 90°, and form an angle of 45° with a 
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circle of declination. This system of wires is the same as 
that proposed by Mr Carrington and used in his observations 
of solar spots. It is intended when the apparatus is complete 
to observe the contacts of the Sun’s limb with the wires as 
it passes them in succession each day before commencing 
a set of photographs, and also immediately after completing 
them. In order to observe these contacts, the image of the 
Sun and wires will be received on the ground-glass focusing 
plate, and the times of the several transits noted by viewing 
the image of the Sun and wires through the plate. One pho-
tograph will in all cases be taken with the wires, and two or 
three without the wires, in order to secure all the details 
possible, as well of the faculae as of the spots. 
 

Degree of perfection attained: 
 stereoscopic pictures of the Sun 
 

By over-exposure of the collodion the faculae first disappear, 
then the penumbra round the spots, and lastly the spots them-
selves. In the photograph the difference in the intensity of 
the Sun’s limb and central portions is very marked, but an 
over-exposure prevents also this from being seen in the ph-
otograph. The solar spots and faculae delineated by the Kew 
photoheliograph bear examination with a lens of moderate 
power, and show details not visible to the unassisted eye. 
The faculae and spots are sufficiently marked to make the 
Sun appear globular when two views taken at a sufficient 
interval are grouped together in the stereoscope, as will be 
seen by the slides now before the Meeting. There is not the 
same difficulty in obtaining stereoscopic pairs of views of the 
Sun as there is in the case of the Moon, because any two 
views taken at an interval of about a day give a perfectly sph- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The 13-inch and the laboratory. 
 

erical figure in the stereoscope. When the principal spots are 
near either limb, two views taken at an interval of two days 
will combine, and even slight changes in the form of the spots
do not prevent the perfect coalition of the two pictures. 
 Having already most fully described the methods purs-
ued and the precautions to be taken to ensure good results 
in the case of photoselenography, it will be unnecessary for 
me here to enter into any details of the chemical part of the 
processes of photoheliography, for the methods are nearly 
the same in both cases. So far from seeking a surface less 
sensitive than ordinary collodion, it has been found advis-
able to use both the bath and collodion in a very sensitive 
condition, though it is not of course necessary to strain this 
sensitiveness to the utmost extent for solar photography, 
as in the case of lunar photography. The bath must, however, 
be always brought back to its best working state by means 
of oxide of silver, and subsequent addition of dilute nitric 
acid in case it has become acid by use. The collodion, more-
over, is used in that condition which photographers would 
call very sensitive. 
 
Notes and references 
 
1 Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1105, p. 1. 
2 These pictures were exhibited in the early part of 1853 at the 

Royal Astronomical Society. 
3 Mr Archer applied the solution of gun cotton (collodion) to phot-

ography in 1851, and suggested pyrogallic acid for developing 
the latent image. 

4 Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 18 (1857), 16.
5 The photographs exhibited at the Aberdeen Meeting were the 

following. Two original negatives which would bear considerable 
magnifying power; two positive enlarged copies of other negat-
ives, 8 inches in diameter, which would bear still further enlarge-
ment with a lens of low power; twelve enlarged positives of the 
Moon in different phases, 3½ inches in diameter, among which 
were three, showing the progress of the lunar eclipse on Febru-
ary 27, 1858; enlarged positive copies of Jupiter, exhibiting his 
belts and satellites; lastly, a photograph of Saturn and the Moon 
taken together at the recent occultation of that planet just after 
the planet had emerged from the Moon’s bright limb (May 8, 
1859). The last-named photograph was produced in 15 seconds 
– a remarkably rapid result for so faint an object as Saturn. The 
planet on this occasion was seen to be of about the same brilli-
ancy as the Mare Crisium situated near the Moon’s western 
limb, with which the planet could be readily compared, from its 
proximity to that lunar district. 

6 Report of the British Association, 1853, Trans. Sect. A, p. 14. 
7 Report of the British Association, 1854, Trans. Sect. B, p. 66. 
8 Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1105. 
9 Refracting telescopes can be specially corrected for the chem-

ical focus in the same way as camera lenses. 
10 It is disadvantageous to employ more cloths than are absolutely 

necessary. 
11 In preparing the bath and developing solutions, distilled water 

must be employed, but filtered rain-water answers very well for 
washing the photographs. 

12 Sold by Messrs Gaudin, 26 Skinner Street, London. 
13 Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 14 (1854), 199.
14 Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 18 (1857), 17.
15 May 1860. As these sheets are passing through the press, the 

author has been informed by Mr Dallmeyer (son-in-law of the 
late Mr Andrew Ross) that he has brought his investigations on 
this subject to a successful termination, and that he has just pro-
duced enlarging and diminishing lenses which copy without any 
sensible distortion or dispersion. 

16 Professor Phillips has also noticed this difference between the 
visual and actinic brightness of portions of the lunar surface; 
Report of the British Association, 1853, Trans. Sect. A, p. 16. 

17 Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 18 (1857), 18, 
111. 

18 Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 18 (1857), 111.
19 Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 18 (1857), 55.
20 Report of the British Association, 1853, p. xxxiv. 
21 Report of the British Association, 1857, p. xxxiv. 
22 Report of the British Association, 1858, p. xxxiv. 
23 Report of the British Association, 1857, p. xxxv. 
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The Duke of York’s parhelia 
 

Bob Marriott 
 

 

The tide of history can sometimes turn on a single incident 
that is not appreciated until very much later. One such event 
occurred more than 5½ centuries ago during the political and 
dynastic turmoil of what would later be termed the Wars of 
the Roses. 
 At the battle of Northampton, fought on 10 July 1460, 
King Henry VI and his Lancastrian army took up a position 
immediately south of the town between Delapré abbey and 
the river – ‘in the medowys beside the nonry [nunnery], hav-
yng the ryver at hys back’. The 25,000-strong Yorkist army, 
after camping overnight on Hunsbury Hill, overlooking the 
town, advanced from the south-west (over ground on which 
the author’s house now stands) – the vanguard being led 
by Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick, and the main body by
his 18-year-old cousin Edward, Earl of March, eldest son of 
the Duke of York. Despite strong entrenchments, pointed 
stakes, and artillery, the Lancastrians were defeated in less 
than an hour, and Henry was captured – not least due to 
the treachery of Lord Grey of Ruthyn, who commanded the 
Lancastrian vanguard and at the moment of attack changed 
sides, and the heavy rain, which turned the meadows into a 
swamp and rendered the guns useless. (Delapré park and 
some of the meadows still exist, though the present ‘abbey’ 
– originally a Cluniac nunnery founded in the twelfth century 
– is a large house built in the early eighteenth century. There 
are no markers or plaques to commemorate the battle.) 
 Henry was taken to London, and his queen consort –
the 30-year-old Margaret of Anjou (who was in Staffordshire) 
– immediately proceeded to Wales and via ship to Scotland. 
There and in the north of England she raised a large army, 
which looted, pillaged, and murdered its way through Engl-
and as it headed towards London. On 30 December 1460, 
Lancastrians met Yorkists at the battle of Wakefield, during 
which the Duke of York was killed. On receiving this news 
his son Edward, who was at Gloucester, immediately raised 
an army to intercept Margaret’s southward approach. But 
the Earl of Wiltshire, with Jasper Tudor, Earl of Pembroke, 
had crossed the sea with an army of French, Bretons, and 
Irish, and was advancing through Wales. Edward therefore 
turned to engage them, and the two armies met at Mortimer’s 
Cross, Herefordshire. In the morning of 2 February 1460/61, 
just before the battle, Edward’s men were alarmed by the 
sight of three suns, but Edward at once declared it a good 
omen: ‘Beethe of good comfort, and dredethe not; thys ys a 
good sygne, for these iij sonys betokene the Fadr, the Sone, 
and the Holy Gost, and therfore late us haue a good harte, 
and in the name of Almyghtye God go we agayns oure en-
emyes.’  He then ‘made his prayers and thanked God; and 
anon freshly and manly he took the field upon his enemies 
and put them to flight.’ * 
 Shakespeare also recorded this moment, but with diff-
erent emphasis and interpretation (and his usual inaccurate

history), in The Tragedy of King Henry VI, Part Three (Act 2, 
Scene 1), in which Edward speaks with his brother Richard, 
Duke of Gloucester (later King Richard III) – though in reality 
Richard was 8 years old and was in London with his mother 
(Cecily Neville) and brother George (later Duke of Clarence).
 

Edward Dazzle mine eyes, or do I see three suns? 
Richard Three glorious suns, each one a perfect sun; 
 Not separated with the racking clouds, 
 But sever’d in a pale clear-shining sky. 
 See, see! they join, embrace, and seem to kiss, 
 As if they vow’d some league inviolable: 
 Now are they but one lamp, one light, one sun. 
 In this the heaven figures some event. 
Edward ‘T is wondrous strange, the like yet never heard of. 
 I think it cites us, brother, to the field, 
 That we, the sons of brave Plantagenet, 
 Each one already blazing by our meeds, 
 Should notwithstanding join our lights together, 
 And over-shine the earth, as this the world. 
 Whate’er it bodes, henceforward will I bear 
 Upon my target three fair-shining suns. 
 

Thus Edward, succeeding his father as Duke of York, adop-
ted the Sun as one of his emblems. 
 This was a particularly bloody period, even for the meas-
ure of the times, with the battles of Northampton, Wakefield, 
Mortimer’s Cross, St Albans (17 February 1460/61), and 
Towton (29 March). But the die was cast. On 4 March Edward 
entered Westminster Hall, seated himself on the royal throne 
and declared his title, and on 28 June was crowned King 
Edward IV. In 1464, however, his secret marriage to Elizab-
eth Woodville, of Grafton Regis, Northampton, led to further 
politicial shifts; and the fate of two of their children – the 
princes in the tower, supposedly murdered by their uncle 
Richard – is still a subject of debate. The Earl of Warwick –
‘Warwick the Kingmaker’ – was for many years the most 
wealthy and powerful man in England; but he changed alleg-
iance too many times, and was killed fighting against Edward 
at the battle of Barnet on 14 April 1471. 
 At the age of 18 Edward had raised and commanded 
an army, defeated his Tudor adversaries, and become king. 
Jasper Tudor had escaped from Mortimer’s Cross; but twenty-
four years later, on 22 August 1485 – two years after Edw-
ard’s death – he finally won with his nephew, Henry Tudor, 
upon the field of Bosworth. On that day, with the death of 
Richard III, the Plantagenet dynasty’s 331-year rule came to 
an end, and Henry, a Welshman descended from Ednyfed 
Fychan (1170–1246), claimed the throne as King Henry VII.
 The opening words of Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of 
King Richard III – ‘Now is the winter of our discontent made 
glorious summer by this sun of York’ – mark Edward’s acc-
ession to the throne (when Richard was aged 8). But they 
are not merely a seasonal allegory, nor only a phonetic 
play on ‘son of York’. They commemorate a phenomenon 
caused by sunlight reflected and refracted by particles of 
ice in cirrus clouds – an event that inspired a future king 
and his army, and perhaps influenced the course of history.

* Original documents are cited and quoted in 
Davies, J. S. (ed.). An English Chronicle of 
the Reigns of Richard II, Henry IV, Henry V, 
and Henry VI, written before the Year 1471. 
Camden Society, 1856. 

 

A detail from the Edward IV Roll held by the 
Rare Book Department of the Free Library 
of Philadelphia (Lewis MS E201). From this 
depiction it might be considered that Edward 
was one of three Sun Kings – the others 
being Akhenaten (d.c.1335 BC) and Louis 
XIV (1638–1715). Imagery was a powerful 
weapon, analogous to the personality cult of 
Caesar Augustus and Joseph Stalin. 
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